Nike and Transitions Optical have teamed up to create a remarkable lens. Nike Max Optics delivers an advanced, high-precision solution to the world of sport. Together with Transitions technology, this lens now adapts to different athletic environments and changing light conditions. The ideal lens to change your game.
The Nike Max Transitions / Golf Tint enhances critical details of the fairway and green, muting visual information you don’t need and amplifying the ball to help you track your shot. Specifically tuned to the game of golf, this lens adapts to the light on the course, whether it’s in full sun or under the clouds.

- Engineered specifically for the visual challenges of golf.
- Contours of the green are enhanced.
- The white of the ball visually “pops”.
- The Nike Max Transitions Golf Tint shifts from a 50% visual light transmission to a 26% VLT based on available light.
The Nike Max Transitions Outdoor Tint is designed to amplify the visual spectrum found in natural environments. Whether adapting to harsh sun or brightening dark shadows, this lens enhances the view of everything around you, no matter the light condition.

- Engineered specifically for natural environments.
- Dims the sun and brightens the shadows.
- Helps keep your eyes focused on the details.
- The Nike Max Transitions Outdoor Tint shifts from a 65% visual light transmission to a 15% VLT based on available light.
**NIKE MAX OPTICS™**

**SEE SPORT BETTER**

The visual demands of sport require precision equipment that can make the difference between winning and losing.

Only the patented design of Nike Max Optics has zero distortion straight ahead and minimal distortion across the complete curve of the lens. Nike Max Optics were created to give superior vision in a substantially larger average field of view because sport doesn’t happen in a straight line.
A GREAT TEAM

By teaming up with Transitions® Optical, our patented Nike engineered tints can now adapt instantly to the athlete’s environment, becoming lighter or darker for peak visual acuity. The seamless integration of these technologies into one lens makes Nike Max Transitions the most advanced sport lens available.

For more information visit NIKEVISION.COM/TRANSITIONS